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GRAVES'S EDITION OF THE PHILOCTETES.
The Philoctetes of Sophocles, by FBANK P.
GRAVES, PH. D., Professor in Tuffs Col-
lege, Boston: Leach, Shewell, and San-
born. 1893.
Is the preface to his edition Professor
Graves remarks very justly that the Philoc-
tetes has not received from American
scholars that degree of attention that has
been given to some other plays of Sophocles.
That this tragedy, in which the human
interest is so large, will be brought more
generally to the attention of American
students through this serviceable edition is
to be expected.
The text is based on that of the
Schneidewin-Nauck edition of 1887. In
the treatment of the text, however, the
editor has often, and mostly with good
reason, rejected Nauck's departures from
the Laurentian reading. The rejected
readings are placed at the foot of the page
together with the text of L. Whether this
was worth the while without indicating also
the source of those readings adopted by the
editor that vary from L and from Nauck,
may be questioned.
One of the chief merits of the edition
is a negative but yet a real one-—it is not
over-edited. Very little material is given
that is not of immediate service to the
student, and none that is intended merely
to show off the supposed learning of the
editor. But occasionally this merit goes to
the extreme and becomes a fault. From a
desire to be brief and concise, difficulties
are sometimes wholly ignored, or passed
over so lightly and briefly as to leave the
impression that the editor has not grasped
the point or has failed to explain it. Why,
for instance, has the editor given in v. 782
t h e impossible t e x t dXXa 8(SOIK 3> TTOL, fiff) /x,'
dre\»)s cv)(rj without a word of comment,
except on the use of di-cA^s ? In vv. 22 ff.
he reads tnjfuuv' ei/r' e\el X™P0V ^pos avrbv
rovSe y iir aXky Kvpu, which is translated
by ' let me know whether he still occupies
this very spot &c.' Has the editor taken
his text and his interpretation from different
sources ?
The book would be improved if more
cross references to similar words or usages
in the text had been given. The passages
in illustration of the text are usually quoted
with sufficient fulness, but sometimes only
the locus is indicated, which in an edition
for undergraduate students is useless.
There are occasional slips like the
following : v. 336, KTOVUIV—6avu>v ' a com-
mon way of repeating the same verb
(parechesis).'
In v. 733 the editor allows the hiatus
in rl ivTiv, but in 753 he writes TI 8' eanv.
The hiatus after rt is doubtful in Sophocles,
and we should probably transpose in v. 100
and read TI /JL OVV and insert S' before etiras
in 917, with Jebb.
The editor has failed to notice the lack of
metrical responsion in 1118 with 1097 of
the strophe. The easiest way out of the
difficulty is to change e//,Ss to apHs. On
(JLCTOTTLV v. 1188 the statement is made that
the only other classical instance of this
word is in Ap. Rh. But the Greek of
Apollonius Rhodius cannot be taken as
a standard of classical usage. In 1213 the
opt. with wS>s av is used to express a wish,
but is properly a potential optative, not,
as the note seems to imply, an opt. of
wishing.
The edition contains in an appendix a
brief discussion of the spellings adopted,
but gives no reason for not adopting rjv
for e v in such augmented forms as ifrjvpio-Ke,
although this form, according to Meister-
hans, was in use before 400 B.C.
A full discussion of the metres, of which
the schemes are taken from Schmidt, adds
to the usefulness of the book.
The publishers have done their part
satisfactorily, and the editor may be con-
gratulated on his good proof-reading.
M. L. D'OOGE.
University of Michigan.
PAGE'S EDITION OF THE AENEID.
The Ameid of Virgil. Bks. I.—VI., edited
with Introduction and Notes by T. E.
PAGE, M.A. London : Macmillan & Co.
1894. 6s. (Classical Series.)
IN Macmillan's Elementary Classical Series
has already appeared in separate parts the
bulk of the notes contained in this volume.
That is to say, the notes on Bks. iv. and v.
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only are quite new ; while the notes on Bks.
i., ii., iii. and vi. have been expanded and
in many places corrected from the little
separate editions mentioned above. Those
who have seen and used Mr. Page's excellent
edition of the Acts of the Apostles and
have had the advantage of his notes on the
Odes of Horace will know what to expect
here—good scholarship, clear businesslike
explanation, no shirking of difficulties, the
not infrequent clearing up of old ones, and
withal, the slightest suspicion of the school-
master in the correction of the errors of
eminent scholars. Those who expect these
things will not be disappointed.
The introduction which Mr. Page has
prefixed to his work does not call for
extended comment. I t contains enough to
enable the schoolboy or passman to take an
intelligent interest in both poem and poet,
but does not enter into comparison with the
late Prof. Nettleship's little volume on
Virgil, nor with other well-known intro-
ductions and essays. It must be confessed,
however, that it was a happy thought to
print Tennyson's Ode to Virgil, which
with a poet's insight goes to the very heart
of Virgil's poetry. The text is apparently
eclectic. But this can only be deduced
from comparison, as Mr. Page gives no
indication of source, printing select variants
at the foot of the page without comment:
and even in the notes we find too often only
'many MSS.,' or 'much better MSS.
authority.' Whether our surmise is well
founded we will not decide dogmatically,
but at any rate we find that in places Mr.
Page's text agrees neither with Conington's,
nor with Nettleship's—printed in the new
Corpus Poetarum—nor yet with Bibbeck's.
To come now to the most important part of
the volume—the notes : we find them to be
such as, we said above, we have learned to
expect from Mr. Page. They are always
fresh, always instructive, always to the
point. In more than one place has the
editor thrown light upon a dark spot and
has succeeded in explaining difficulties
which previous editors have either never
felt, or, not being able to explain, have
discreetly left alone, or, may be, in at-
tempting explanation have only added
clouds to the already existing darkness.
We would call attention in Bk. i. to the
notes on 393—396 and 703. In Bk. ii.,
74 is much improved by making everything
that follows 'quo sanguine' oblique. And
in the same book the explanation given of
493 was certainly wanted, and we do not
remember to have seen it elsewhere in
elementary books. The well-known crux
iii. 684—7 is carefully handled and, it may
be said, with more success by Mr. Page than
by his predecessors. In Bk. iv. 256 Mr.
Page reads (as does Nettleship) ' ad Libyae,'
which makes good sense and has good MS.
authority. The note on iv. 459 is new and
well illustrates the way in which Mr. Page
makes Virgil his own commentator. In
the note on 689 we have a protest (which
appeared first in the pages of the Cl. Rev.)
against the rendering ' grides' or ' grided '
for stridit. If the sentence in which
' stridit' occurs were read in the light of what
follows, 'stridit ' would possibly represent
the sound, untranslatable in English (Lat.
poppysma), which is made by two wet
surfaces being forcibly separated as would
be most likely the case when Dido ter sese
attollens... | ter revoluta toro est. In Bk.
v. Mr. Page has hardly succeeded in
making the Ludus Trojanus clear beyond
doubt—but will any one ? Turning now to
Bk. vi., Mr. Page's explanation of 567 castig-
atque auditque dolos is certainly better than
the one usually met with. Equally good
seems to be the explanation of 615 and the
famous words in 743 quisque suos patimur
manes. In line 882 Mr. Page adopts
Wagner's stopping, by which the passage
gains both in sense and beauty.
In more than one place Mr. Page enters
his protest against the grammatical figure
vtrrepov irporepov, though we think unsuc-
cessfully. Did he ever put on his ' coat and
vest'? The fact is that this particular
form of expression is a psychological before
a grammatical question. The mind grasps
the most impressive fact first. In the note
on vi. 603, the explanation of ' fulcra'
might have been assigned to its au thor -
Prof. Anderson of Sheffield. I t is hardly
old enough to be taken into notes without a
word of its origin beyond a reference to the
Cl. Rev.
We have only been able to note a few
points out of many, but perhaps sufficient
has been said to indicate the character of
the book. As a whole, there can be no
doubt that this edition is far and away the
best of the smaller ones on Aeneid i.—-vi. and
in good sense and scholarship inferior to
none, great or small. I t is to be hoped
that Mr. Page will find time to give us a
complete edition of Virgil with a suitable
introduction and an adequate index—a
feature which is wanting in the present
volume.
H. ELLEESHAW,
